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introduction
• The GrAAL experiment is based on the use of a tagged and 

polarised photon beam obtained through the Compton 
backscattering of laser light from the 6.04 GeV electrons of 
the ESRF.

• The Lagranγe apparatus is optimised for the measurement of 
neutral final states and its cylindrical symmetry is ideal to 
measure polarisation observables.

• Many results were obtained on a free proton target: 
asymmetries and cross sections for π0, π+, η, 2 π0

photoproduction were produced, allowing a better 
understanding of the excited nucleon.

• The natural extension was the use of a deuterium target to 
study the same processes on the neutron in order to obtain 
complementary information, toward a full multipole analysis 
including the isospin structure.



the GrAAL-Lagranγe set-up



data collection
• Data were collected in different periods with a 6 cm liquid deuterium 

target and with green  (Eγ max = 1100 MeV <I> ~ 2.5x106 s-1) and uv (Eγ
max = 1500 MeV <I> ~ 1.5x106 s-1) laser lines.

• The γ beam polarisation was rotated by 90° approximately every 20 
minutes by changing the laser polarisation direction.

• The trigger for data taking consisted in the coincidence of a signal from 
the tagging counter and the total energy in the Rugby Ball calorimeter 
(Etot > 180 MeV).

• ~ 3.5x106 and 3.2x106 π0p events reconstructed.
• ~ 1.2x106 and 1.1x106 π0n events reconstructed.
• ~ 4.1x105 and 3.9x105 ηp events reconstructed.
• ~ 1.3x105 and 1.4x105 ηn events reconstructed



data analysis -preselection

•Preselection: two photons from π0 or η decay in the Rugby Ball plus a 
nucleon in any other part of the apparatus and no other signal (the 
spectator proton remains inside the target).

•0.090 < mπ0 < 0.175 and 0.350 < mη < 0.700 (Gev/c2)



data analysis -bidimensional cuts-1

•The following bidimensional cuts were applied to the preselected events:

∆θ vs. ∆φ

∆θ = θM-θN
measured participant nucleon polar angle and the 
polar angle required to fulfill the two body 
kinematics ( ∆φ
is the difference between the azimuth angles of 
the meson and the participant nucleon.

Ecalc/Emeas vs M

Ecalc is the meson energy calculated from the 
meson and nucleon angles ( ) and 
MX is the missing mass (

is the difference between the 

inputs Eγ, Em meas ,θ meson) whereas 

X.

two body assumed
Eγ, Emeas).



data analysis -bidimensional cuts-2

•The distributions obtained were fitted with a bidimensional gaussian for 
each energy bin and the applied cuts were:

(x-µ1)2
+ (y-µ2)2

-2C (x-µ1)(y-µ2) <
σ1

2 σ2
2 σ1σ2

6 for π0

9 for η



data analysis - Fermi motion
•The Fermi momentum of the nucleon inside the deuteron affects 
the values of the meson polar angle θcm and of the total initial state 
cm energy.
•Neglecting the Fermi energy the approximate energy of the of the
nucleon is EN

e = Eγ +mN -Eη and pN
e =(EN

e2 -mN
2)1/2

•Now the Fermi momentum can be calculated from pF=pη+pNe -pγ and 
the effective θ cm angle can be corrected.
•This effect on the azimuth φ and on Eγ’ is found negligible.



data analysis - extraction of the 
asymmetry

n||          1
n|| +n|          2

= (1+PΣcos(2φ))



Results - π0 on quasi free proton

quasi free proton free proton



Results - η on quasi free proton
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Results - π0 on quasi free neutron
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Results - η on quasi free neutron
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η qfproton-qfneutron
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η−proton η−neutron 
invariant mass

all θ<90 90<θ<110

110<θ<140 140<θ<180



summary
• The beam asymmetries Σ for π0 and η photoproduction from 

qf proton and qf neutron were measured in the second and 
third resonance region (first measurement).

• for quasi free proton Σ is virtually the same of the 
asymmetry measured for free proton in both reactions.

• for π0 on qf neutron Σ is always positive.
• for η on qfp and qfn Σ is the same up to 1 GeV. At higher 

energies the asymmetries differ.
• In the total cm energy of the final N-η state a bump 

appears when the η is detected at backward angles in η-n, 
though not in η-p.
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